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Solutions Mock Exam – Theory 
Part

1. a) Name the articulators marked in the picture.

b) Which phoneme could the speaker in the picture be realizing 
(give the symbol)?  /l/

c) Name the distinctive features of this phoneme.
alveolar lateral ((lenis) alveolar lateral approximant)

lower lip (lips)

hard palate

tip of tongue

2. Which phonemes (give the symbols) can be defined as 
a) fortis labiodental fricative? /f/
b) front half-open - open monophthong? /z/

3. a) Define the term "minimal pair". 
A pair of words with different meanings that differs in exactly one sound 

(phone, phoneme).

b) Which of the following pairs are minimal pairs in both RP and GA 
(please circle the minimal pairs)?
hat – pat     head – had     bear – beard    cart - heart

4. Which two errors might be expected from a German-speaking 
learner of English when pronouncing the word land? Why?

/d/ instead of /z/ (/z/ too close), because /z/ absent in German
/d/ fortis instead of lenis (/d/ becomes /t/), because of German Auslaut-

verhärtung (bec. syllable-final lenis obstruents become fortis)

5. Which allophones of /k/ can be found in the following words 
and why (contexts!)?

school  non-aspirated, because after /s/ (bec. not word-initial)

cage    fully aspirated, because before stressed vowel

sick      not aspirated, because word-final

6. Which sounds in the words hurry are pronounced differently in 
RP and GA and how (give the relevant symbols OR 
describe)? 

RP /U/, GA /29/ OR RP half-open - open central vowel, GA half-
close – half-open central vowel

/r/: RP [¢] GA [±] OR /r/ in RP post-alveolar approximant, in GA 
retroflex approximant

7. Draw a (labelled) vowel diagram

and indicate the position of the 
vowels in feed and food. Which 
distinctive feature(s) do
they share, with respect to which 

distinctive feature(s) do they differ
(be specific!)?

Both: monophthongs and close
/i:/ front vowel, /u:/ back vowel

t9

8. Are the following statements true or false?

RP is a dialect spoken by about 2-5% of the British population.     
□ true   x false (accent)

If a voiced sound is produced, the glottis is wide open.
□ true   x false (loosely together)

The vowel in lied is longer than the one in light. 
x true   □ false (pre-fortis clipping)

If good in good cook is pronounced with an /g/ instead of a /d/, this can 
be referred to as regressive assimilation of the place of 
articulation.

x true   □ false 

If the <r> is pronounced only before vowels, we term this accent
"rhotic".

□ true   x false (non-rhotic)

In the words ringing and finger the <ng> is pronounced differently.
x true   □ false


